IT TAKES ONE

to know one…
but also to
figure out what they want. At least that’s what drag racerturned-promoter Ron Leek understood nearly 50 years ago.
As a result, motorsports today has a wide-ranging term called
“bracket racing” representing a growing assortment of grassroots class racing.
The lifeblood of many tracks and sanctioning bodies, bracket
racing commands multi-faceted national and regional attention.
Unlike professional nitro categories heavily laden with sponsorship, bracket racing’s popularity is locally propelled, dependent
on affordability and inventive track promoters who host more
than a dozen events each year.
Leek is widely credited with creating a scheme that allowed
the average drag racer to remain competitive with average
dollars more than 40 years ago; he is inextricably linked to Byron
Dragway, “The Playground of Power” in Byron, Illinois. “When
big money factory participation and technology got into drag
racing, a lot of racers parked their cars,” Leek explained, and
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then recalled how he revitalized interest in the early 1970s: “I
had to dream up something to bring these cars and their owners
back to the track. Our first US Bracket Nationals in 1975 had 650
prepaid entries at $45 each to win a $5000 purse. The grandstands were packed with 2500 spectators.”
Still dreaming up race events today, but with plenty more tracks
vying for the bracket racer’s attention, Leek hosts eight weekend
bracket races that attract 400 entries and pays $10,000 to win.
National Hot Rod Association (NHRA) Funny Car driver Jack
Beckman, who began his drag racing career as a bracket racer,
still jumps at the chance to race in sportsman classes that he
views as much a social opportunity as a competitive encounter.
“Bracket racing is every bit as competitive as nitro pro racing,”
said the 20-plus-career-win Beckman, who first faced the countdown tree in 1986. “It gives me more time to work on the race
car, which I enjoy, and I get to interact with friends and competitors because I have less sponsorship duties.”
Beckman, the 2003 Super Comp National Champion and last
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year’s runner-up in NHRA Mello Yello Drag Racing Series Funny
Car, freely admits bracket racing also provided the perfect platform to learn how to become a better driver. “The uncertainty
of scheduling taught me flexibility, the ability to easily adapt,”
he added. “Things always change. You have to be resilient in
order to focus and execute. I did this for 20 years, so delays in
the pro cars is a normal condition to me.”
Seeking a snapshot of the market, we reached out to sanctioning bodies, event promoters and track owners for statistics
and trends, and to determine which specialty products and services are on the bracket racer’s radar for 2016.
Expanding Market
“Our bracket numbers are way up,” reported Skooter Peaco
of the International Hot Rod Association (IHRA), Norwalk, Ohio.
“Our member tracks run the Summit Super
Series in harmony with their own bracket
program. Participation in that series has
surpassed 7000 IHRA registered drivers.
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“Trends vary by track location, but we
look at the Summit Super Series program
as a whole,” Peaco continued. “Through
our family of member tracks, and on a
national basis, we see that the primarily
faster, more expensive cars in Top ET category is 30 percent larger than the Mod
ET category.”
IHRA sees trending for more 1/8th-mile
bracket racing nationally, and a decline of
tracks running 1/4 mile.
Also ascending—albeit gradually—
is NHRA’s Summit Racing Series, which
encompasses its bracket-racing program.
“It’s slow growth,” said Eric Lotz of the
Glendora, California-based sanctioning
organization, “with a little more than 20,000
NHRA ET licensed drivers. People are
starting to come back out to compete at
more events and spend money. Bracket
racing appeals to all size budgets, big or
small, because it’s not just the one with the
biggest budget or fastest car that wins.”
NHRA’s Pro and Super Pro classes
are trending in popularity, consistently
attracting the most competitors across
segments. It’s also worth noting that participant numbers vary from track to track
nationwide, and trend differently according to the surrounding population size in
any given market.
“Overall the numbers were up in 2015
from 2014,” added Lotz. “Our NHRA
Summit Racing Series seven division final
events can have upwards of 200 entries
in Pro and Super Pro. At the local track
level, some average upwards of 75 cars
for their biggest class, where others only
average 20.”
Camee Edelbrock of Promedia in Santa
Ana, California, agreed with Lotz that
bracket racing’s affordability is key. “Our
2015 bracket-racing participant numbers
increased more than 15 percent across
the board from 2014.”
Promedia hosts a variety of races across
the nation under the banners of CHP
(Chevrolet High Performance), NMRA
Ford Nationals (National Mustang Racers
Association), NMCA (National Muscle Car
Association) and NMCA West.
“It’s a great educational area that will
not break the bank,” said Edelbrock.

“They can make decisions about going
on to other classes that can enhance the
launch and speed as their skills improve.
Our most popular class is Bracket 2 or
‘Pro,’ where ETs range from 8 to 13.99
seconds and forbid electronic devices.
Removing this advantage puts the responsibility squarely on the driver.”
Edelbrock added that new racers are
more likely to begin in a bracket category because, as Beckman, too, noted,
“it’s a good way to become familiar with
the complicated details” such as reaction times, and how to stage and set up
the equipment.

In the South, “bracket racing still dominates,”
according to Tony Brown of Union County
Dragway (seen here) in Union, South Carolina,
“since most racers can fit their car in a bracket
program without any changes.” Another industry
source noted that new racers are more likely to
begin in a bracket category because it allows
drivers to become familiar with the complexities
of the sport, for example reaction times, and how
to stage and set up their equipment.

Edelbrock concluded, “Heads-up
racing can cost more money, parts are
more expensive, and you often need a
bigger crew, but generally speaking the
speeds are higher and elapsed times
(ETs) are lower.”
Derrick Beach of Professional Drag
Racers Association (PDRA) in Pittsboro,
North Carolina, also believes the marketplace is expanding. “I see new tracks, new
series, and existing facilities with good
payouts attracting 500 cars per weekend,”
he said. “The parts manufacturers back
the racers because they are supporting
the business—hard sales numbers don’t
lie. Advertising is also up; I’m seeing local
business advertising on race cars, which
helps stimulate the local racing market.”
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PDRA’s racing is dedicated to those 660
feet. And this year, it will host nine races in
the Midwest and Eastern championship
points battle that is mainly heads up, firstto-finish with a top 16 elimination ladder,
although officials at press time were considering adding a bracket class for 2016.
Automotive journalist Jeff Smith, a
decades-long influential voice in hot
rodding and racing, adroitly pointed out
that 1/8-mile racing is gaining popularity simply because it is harder to “drive
around” or catch up with a car at the
finish line in 660 feet than it is at 1320
feet. “It is very hard to do, and requires
a lot of driving skill and technical strategy,” he offered.
Smith is pleased to see the uptick in
bracket racing, and hopes the many new
emerging classes and series will also help
sour young people on street racing.
Attracting Racers
Track owners and operators who seek
a piece of this growing trend recognize
that larger numbers demand good, clean
facilities, tasty concessions, and an efficient infrastructure that caters to racer
and spectator alike. That now includes
free Wi-Fi hot spots.
Some tracks draw competitors from a
150-mile radius—or more—having built a
reputation of a safe track with optimal traction, as well as full medical staff and fire
support with extraction capability.
Busy tracks run local points series
and weekly races, in addition to special
bracket events offering greater prize
money from $1000 local one-night to
$20,000 each day for multiple days.
Insane or inspired? In April, if the car
counts hit their mark, co-promoters Kyle
Seipel and Peter Biondo will send a
bracket racer back home with $1 million
from the K&N Spring Fling Million at Las
Vegas Motor Speedway.
Also known for their Spring Fling 5-Day
at Thunder Valley in Bristol, Tennessee,
the duo grew up in motorsports, and can
now attract upwards of 500 cars to a single
class event teetering at a 375 average
every year.
“We use many different platforms for
promoting these events, which include our
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BracketRaces.com and SpringFlingMillion.
com websites, social media, and direct
mailers to previous customers,” explained
Seipel. “As racers ourselves, Peter and I
have built personal connections with a lot
of racers through the years.”
Parts and service the bracket racer
wants include anything that will build consistent performance. Those who can help
them develop a well-thought-out package
that turns on “win” lights, versus just selling
a part, will earn a valuable reputation.
Tony Brown of Union County Dragway in
Union, South Carolina, is a former speed
shop owner who said bracket racers want
weather stations, practice trees, delay

See all the secrets
of the HydraMat at

holleyhydramat.com!

Bracket racers seek out products that improve
reliability, according to one race track promoter,
citing the importance of quality valvetrain,
transmission and suspension components.
Another contact noted the popularity of weather
stations, practice trees, delay boxes and basic
convenience items, as well as simplistic systems
for ignition, fuel or electronics.

“In the Stadium Super Truck
Series we had numerous
problems with fuel pickup due
to fuel slosh from the big jumps,
crossovers and hard-cornering.
We simply can’t have any issues
with fuel pickup causing our
trucks to stumble. The Hydramat
solved all of our fuel pickup
problems.”

www.holley.com | 270-781-9741
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boxes and basic convenience items, as
well as simplistic systems for ignition, fuel
or electronics.
Over in the Memphis, Tennessee, area,
data systems are important, but crucial
components include “the valvetrain, transmission, suspension parts, anything that
improves durability,” said Chris Wack of
Memphis International Raceway (MIR).
For services, the car and driver have
options. There is no substitute for track
time, but Seipel noted that driving schools
help teach driving skills, while dyno time
can extract optimum engine efficiency.
Both help promote consistency.
Wack’s approach was more practical: “Tire services are big. Many of these
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racers travel with RVs, trailers and generators, so support services for those items
can make the difference between a good
weekend and a bad one.”
It’s a challenge for sanctioning bodies
and track operators to attract competitors
to races. The collective bracket-racer disposable income is sought after nationwide.
“We treat the bracket racer very well,”
Edelbrock said. “We want the total experience to feel that they are a valuable part
of each and every event. Racers wanted
expedited entry and ticketing. We streamlined the process and cut the time in half

for registration and parking.”
With 15 events scheduled for 2016,
Edelbrock explained that Promedia combines old-fashioned marketing methods
with new digital strategies to reach as
many potential racers as possible. “We
reach out with Facebook, mailings with
business sponsors, digital and printed
flyers. Throughout the PRI Show, our tech
and national event director Rollie Miller collects racer feedback about what’s good,
what’s bad, and what ought to change; he
has some intense, in-depth discussions.”
IHRA recognizes that bracket racers
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itting into tracks’ regularly scheduled events, gambler’s races represent a growing niche—and one that
can yield substantial payouts—among
drag racing’s bracket crowd.
Racers are drawn to this format for
the winnings—from a few thousand
dollars up to $50,000 in some cases—
and the chance to do something they
love. There’s also the added challenge
of working through a field of hitters in
order to take home the green.
“Tracks will often run gambler’s
races after their regular points-earning
ET bracket racing program has come
to a close at the end of the season,”
explained Bob Beucler, whose New
Jersey-based online publication The
Dragtime News (www.dragtimenews.
com) covers Northeast and mid-Atlantic sportsman and grassroots classes.
“For example, Numidia Dragway in
Numidia, Pennsylvania, sets aside
almost the entire month of October for
their popular ‘Octoberbucks’ series of
big-money bracket races.”
Typically, purses are built from entry
fees and “buybacks” generated by the
racers, he explained. Buybacks allow
a participant to continue racing after
losing a race by “buying back” into the
competition. At some of the nation’s
biggest bracket races, sponsors can
contribute cash and prizes, too.

“Big-money gambler’s races have
bigger payouts than a track’s weekly
bracket races,” noted Beucler, citing
between $1000–$1500 as customary.
“They’ll also have payouts that start
in earlier rounds, but will also have
increased entry fees as compared to
weekly brackets. Many weekly bracket
races do not include buybacks.”
Participation in gambler’s races
often stems from calculated decision
making. Racers will size up the competition that normally runs at a particular track, as well as the pay structure
and entry fee, including whether
payouts are guaranteed regardless
of car counts.
“Big-money gambler’s races usually
bring in heavy hitters,” said Beucler.
“This makes it not only exciting for all
of the racers involved, knowing that a
higher caliber of racer is on the property, but it also helps make everyone
operate at a higher level.”
Memphis International Raceway in
Millington, Tennessee, hosts two to five
gambler’s races a season that attract
between 100–200 cars, depending
on the activity level at other tracks in
the area, according to Chris Wack.
“These events are popular attractions,” he noted, “and help fill in our
racing schedule throughout the year.”
—Louise Ann Noeth
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want to prove their skills against other
racers regionally and nationally, to “beat
the best,” so they can claim to be the best.
“Racers gravitate to our program because
they can race for a national championship
through their home track without the traditional travel associated with participating
in a national program,” said Peaco. “They
get to do this for minimal cost, and it provides excellent value.”
IHRA works on three platforms. First,
the JR Race Car events attract the youngest kids to divisional and national championships through the framework of the
Summit Pro-Am Tour regional series,
Tournament Of Champions and Super
Series programs.
Next, for the teenager who may not
have family involved in racing, the Teen
Championship Racing program allows
13–16 year olds to race a street-legal car
or truck with adult supervision and co-rider.
Finally, the Summit Super Series for
bracket racers is a $200,000 national
program run by 100 member tracks
nationally and internationally. It crowns
track-level champions, regional-level
champions, and ultimately a world champion in head-to-head competition.
NHRA is the world’s largest motorsports
sanctioning body with 120 member tracks
across the United States and Canada
offering programs at all levels of bracket
racing. Competitors race for the coveted
NHRA “Wally” trophy, and its bi-weekly
publication, National Dragster, recently
refocused efforts to provide bracket/
sportsman racing more coverage.
“The Summit Racing Series is NHRA’s
backbone, with solid programs at all levels,
from the weekly member track events to
division finals and the NHRA Summit
Racing Series National Championship,”
reported Lotz.
NHRA member tracks award Wallys
to their racers—the track’s customers—
through special programs such as the
National Dragster Challenge, the Summit
King of the Track and the NHRA State
Championship events, in conjunction with
the Summit Racing Series.
Union County Dragway, an IHRA
member track, devotes a full weekend to
18
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an all-junior event that attracts upwards
of 125 cars with a purse of $5000 to win
and a total payout of $14,000. The track
has seen steady growth for three seasons,
and will hold at least 20 bracket events in
2016. It also promotes the Pro Tree Racers
Association offering small tire “heads up”
and index-style racing.
“Bracket racing still dominates,” said
Brown of the southern US, “since most
racers can fit their car in a bracket
program without any changes.”
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The lifeblood of many tracks and sanctioning
bodies, bracket racing commands multifaceted national and regional attention. Unlike
professional nitro categories heavily laden
with sponsorship, bracket racing’s popularity is
locally propelled, dependent on affordability and
inventive track promoters who host more than a
dozen events each year.

Nonetheless, at Memphis International
Raceway bracket racing participation
numbers were flat from 2014 to 2015.
It’s not losing out to heads up, the purist’s “first to finish” racing, but rather a
competition level and car class choice.
“Cost is a huge advantage for bracket
racing because ‘heads up’ can often be
whoever has the most money to put in
their car wins,” said Wack. “However, for
racers who want quarter-mile, ‘run what ya
brung’-style, bracket racing isn’t going to
give them that experience.”
Still, MIR’s pair of annual “big money”
bracket races attracts some 300 cars.
The $25,000 Showdown and the Great
American Bracket Race draws racers
from all over the country, including those
who follow the “big money” circuit by way
of social media, message boards, word
of mouth, and promotions executed at
national racing events.
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“These events rarely change venues
or weekends from year to year, so racers
know that the second weekend of June
every year there is going to be a big
money race in Memphis, etc.,” Wack said.
Maple Grove Raceway in Mohnton,
Pennsylvania, experienced a drop in
entries since 2014 ranging from 10 to 30
cars per class in Street, Pro and Super
Pro. Its biggest bracket race, up to 600
entrants, is Super Chevy. The significantly
higher payouts promoted through radio
and TV advertising draws racers from the
surrounding states.
“Bracket racing doesn’t bring many
fans into the stands because it is difficult to understand as a spectator,” said
Jason Leber. “We’ve began adding other
series to some of the bracket races to help
increase car counts, such as index and
heads-up series.”
If a racing retailer, engine builder, tuner
or fabricator wants to connect with the
bracket racing market, Leber encourages them to come to the track and talk
to racers about their products, or engage
on some other level.
“Presence is everything,” agreed Wack.
“Having a presence at the local track is
huge. It can be as simple and inexpensive
as signage at the facility, or as involved as
being a class, or race sponsor. Several of
the businesses that support our bracket
program also race themselves. Racers will
support businesses that support them.”
Brown added that a track presence
might also mean setting up a small trailer
every so often, or getting involved with
giveaways, even if they are relatively
small in dollar value. “Racers love to get
a special award for ‘best’ reaction time,
paint, something. The Internet giants can’t
be toppled, but personal involvement is
something they usually can’t do. Our best
events are the IHRA Ironman classic, but
our twice annual Junior events with large
payouts are the best attended from the
farthest away: from Ohio to Florida.”
From the numbers nationwide, it is clear
bracket racing stands as a self-satisfying
sport that also offers a like-minded social
network—a powerful combination matriculating the segment ever forward. z
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Of Drag Strips Nationwide

